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ABSTRACT

Technical issues related to the performanceof metals in the air/water
vapor environment expected in the potential Yucca Mountain repositoryare
discussed. A status of work to address these issues is given. Preliminary
experiments,focused on the atmosphericcorrosionof copper-based
materials, are summarized. These experimentswere performed over a broad
range of conditions: temperaturesbetweens 90 and 150°C; relative
humidities of O, 15, 40, and 100%; and gamma dose rates between 0.01 and
0.3 Mrad/hr. In irradiatedmoist air, copper-basedmaterials form copper
oxides and nitrate phases depending on the dose rate, humidity and
temperature. The rates of general corrosion increasewith temperature,
humidity, and dose rate. Chemical intermediatesformed by radiolysisof
moist air have been clearly associatedwith observed corrosion. No
significant corrosionwas observed for Alloy 825.

INTRODUCTION

The Yucca Mountain Site CharacterizationProject is evaluating Yucca
Mountain in Nye County, Nevada, as a site for a potential high-level
nuclear waste repository. Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory is
concerned with the development and performancemodeling of waste packages
for the potential repository. Argonne National Laboratory has performed
experimentalstudies in support of the waste package effort. This effort
is currently guided by the Waste Package Plan, which calls for a systems
engineering approach to waste package development. Part of this approach
involves formulating an approved set of selectioncriteria to choose the
materials to be used in fabricatingthe waste packages.

The expected environment in a potentialrepository located in the
unsaturatedzone of Yucca Mountain is a mixture of air and water vapor.
Since the reference design for the waste packageswhen this work was begun
incorporateda relatively thin container wall (about I cm thick), it was
clear that gamma radiation from the spent fuel or borosilicateglass waste
forms would penetrate the wall and irradiatethe air-steammixture in the
near-field environmentof the waste packages. Preliminaryshieldingand
thermal analyses indicated that the initialgamma dose rates could be as
high as 0.1 Mrad/h with temperaturesthat may exceed 250°C. These depend
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significantlyon waste package design, repositorydesign, fuel burnup, fuel
history, and fuel age. Interest in radiolytically-enhancedcorrosion is
limited to the first 300 y of repository history, since the gamma flux
decreases with an effective halflife of 30 y.

Work published in the literature [I] as well as experience [2] in the
Climax spent fuel test indicatedthat the gamma dose rates could influence
the corrosion or oxidation of metals in moist air. Since these processes
are expected to limit the containment lifetimesof the waste packages, and
since a requirement for containme_itis specifiedin 10 CFR Part 60, we
decided that the area of radiation-influencedcorrosion should receive more
study. It was also clear, based on the literature,that of the candidate
materials then under consideration,the copper-basedones would be most
affected by irradiation. Accordingly,we decided to focus the effort
primarily on them, although we have included samplesof Alloy 825 in our
experimentsfor comparison.

It is also importantto note that the work completedto date has
focused more on corrosion from the perspectiveof the gas phase radiation
chemistry than the overall and long-termperformanceof the candidate
materials. The literaturewas reviewed in the areas of the radiation
chemistry of air/water vapor systems [3] and oxidationof copper-based
materials [4]. We found that most of the experimentsin both these areas
had been performed at room temperature and at low to moderate humidity.
Since the potential repositoryconditions were expected to include
temperaturesas high as 250°C, as well as high humidity,we decided to
extend the experimentaldata base through the relevant ranges of
conditions. Experimentally,we have also addressedthe question of the
radiolytic formationof ammonia in oxygen-containingsystems [5] and
performed NOx yield studies over a wide range of conditions [6,7].

Most of the work just discussed was performedprior to formulationof
the Waste Package Plan, but the data generated have aided in the selection
process called for in the Plan. At the time this work was started, six
metals were under active considerationfor use in the waste packages:
Types 304L and 316L stainless steels; high nickel Alloy 825; and three
copper-basedmaterials--CDA 102 (oxygen-freecopper), CDA 613 (7% aluminum-
bronze), and CDA 715 (70-30 cupronickel). To characterizethe behavior of
the copper-basedmaterials in irradiatedmoist air systemswe performed a
series of experimentsdesigned to (1) identifythe corrosionproducts
formed as a function of temperatureand humidity [4], (2) establishthe
short-term rates of general corrosion (oxidation)as a functionof
temperatureand humidity [8], and (3) start evaluating the role of
radiolyticallygenerated products in the corrosionprocess. Progress made
in these areas is reported herein.

TECHNICAL CONCERNS: RADIOLYTICALLYENHANCED CORROSION IN AIR-WATER VAPOR
MIXTURES

The atmospheric corrosionof copper-basedalloys has been relatively
well established in nonirradiatedsystems [9,10]. Exposure to atmospheric
conditions results in the following: initiallya brown, presumably cuprite
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(Cu20), film forms, followed by a dull black film, presumablytenorite
(CuO), which in time will form a patina that can vary in color depending on
the presence of other species in the gas phase. In low relative humidity
systems corrosion rates are low, ranging from 0.04 to 0.18 mg/cm2/y. The
rates obt_i_ledare strongly dependenton the relativehumidity and the
presence of anionic species such as chloride and sulfide in the gas phase.

In irradiated systems, however, much less is known about the corrosion
behavior of copper-basedalloys. This point was made previously [8], and
existing informationabout the nature of the phases generatedin irradiated
moist air systems was summarized. Other work has alreadybeen reported in
connection with the high-level waste effort [11-13].

The expected environment is an air/watervapor mixture that will
likely evolve throughout repository history. A range of compositionsfrom
dry air to low humidity air to carbon dioxide-richair to pure water vapor
are considered to be within the realm of anticipatedenvironments. In
these environments,the following technicalconcerns have been identified
that relate to the performanceof the candidatematerialsduring the
initial unsaturatedphase of repository history:

1. Radiolytic increase in the uniformcorrosionfor each anticipated
environment. This includes corrosionproduct identificationand
species-specificinteractionswith the candidatemetal.

2. Long-term change in uniform corrosiondue to radiolytically-
induced changes in the protective layer formed.

3. Potential for pitting due to radiolyticallygeneratedspecies in
the range of anticipatedenvironments.

4. Radiolytic formation of species that enhance the likelihoodof
environment assisted cracking (EAC). This is currentlyknown to
include ammonia formation (copper-basedmaterials)and nitrite
formation.

PROGRESS MADE IN ASSESSING THE EFFECT OF RADIOLYSISON METAL CORROSION

Some progress has been made in the first, third, and fourth technical
concerns just identified. The identityof the corrosionproducts observed,
initial rates of corrosion and preliminaryresults relatedto the
relationshipbetween radiolytic products generatedand observed corrosion
are discussed here.

IdePtity of Corrosion Products

Our examinationof the literatureshowed that under nonirradiatedpure
moist air conditions the corrosion or oxidationproducts found on copper
are cuprite (Cu20),which is reddish brown in color and tenorite (CuO),
which is dull black. Under conditions of atmosphericcorrosionwhere
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chemical contaminantsare present in the air, green or bluegreen corrosion
products such as basic chlorides, sulphates,or carbonates are formed.
When high radiation fields are present, blue-greendicopper trihydroxy
nitrate Cu2NO3(OH)3has been reported.

In experimentsperformed by Yunker [11], sponsoredby the precursorof
the Yucca Mountain Site CharacterizationProject,only cuprite and tenorite
were found under irradiated high-humidityair conditions at 95 and 150°C,
with gamma dose rates between 1.9 x 103 and 4.9 x 105 rad/h. This was
puzzling in view of the literature reportsas well as the observationof
Cu2NO3(OH)3 on copper parts in the LLNL electron linear acceleratortarget
room.

Since a knowledgeof the identityof the corrosion products is
fundamentalto an understandingof the corrosionprocess we performed
experimentsto clarify this situation. The general conditions and results
obtained are summarized in Tabie I. The temperaturesused were 90, 120,
and 150°C, and relative humidities ranged from zero to 100%. Exposures
were a few weeks in duration, at dose rates of 7 x 104 to 2 x lOP rad/hr.
The results were reported in 1989 [4]. We found that a key factor was the
humidity. Under low to moderate humidity conditions,both the copper
oxides and Cu2NO3(OH)3were formed on all three copper-basedmaterials.
Under conditions of 100% relative humidity at both 90 and 150°C, only the
oxides were found on the oxygen-free copper and the aluminum bronze. The
oxides predominatedunder these conditionson 70/30 copper-nickel,but some
of the nitrate phase was found. We were thus able to harmonizethe results
in the older literaturewith those of Yunker,and reveal humidity as an
importantparameter in the irradiation-influencedcorrosion of copper-based
materials in moist air. It is the buildup of nitric acid concentrationon
the surface of the metal, which can only occur at intermediaterelative
humidities, that leads to the formation of nitrate phases.

In later experiments at lower dose rates of 1.1 to 2.1 x 104 rad/hr,
we found that the oxides predominatedeven at moderate humidity. This
reflected the competitionbetween the thermalcorrosion of the metal, which
leads to the formation of oxides, and the oxidationof copper by
radiolyticallygenerated NOx species,which leads to the formationof
nitrate corrosion products. Thus, both the humidity and the dose rate are
importantfactors in determining the corrosionproducts. Alloy 825, the
high nickel alloy put in for comparison,showed no observable corrosion.
It went in and came out mirror shiny.

General Corrosion Rates as Functionsof Temperatureand Humidity

The second issue we have explored is the dependence of corrosion rate
on temperature and humidity under irradiation[8]. A summary of the
corrosion rates we measured are in Table 2. These experimentsextended to
periods of between 30 and 78 days, and the dose rates were between
1.1 x 104 and 2.1 x 104 rad/hr. Temperaturesused were 94 and 152°C.
These experimentswere performed in the low relative humidity regime
(40% RH at 90°C and 0.06% RH at 150°C) althoughthe water vapor content of
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the gas phase was 30 mole% at both temperatures. The general corrosion
behavior we observed for these systems was similarto that observed in
nonirradiatedsystems in that cuprite and tenoritewere the predominant
corrosionproducts identified. In all cases cupritewas the initial
product observed changing over to tenorite as increasedoxidationoccurred.
This result is significantlydifferent from what we previouslyobserved at
gamma dose rates that were effectivelyten times higher. In the higher
dose rate and total pressure experiments:nitratephases, in the case of
both copper-nickeland aluminum bronze,were the predominantcorrosion
products and appeared as a minor product on the oxygen-freecopper
specimens.

The relative rates of corrosionobserved decreased in the order of

copper > copper-nickel= aluminum bronze in the moist air 90°C experiments.
This same order was noted in the long term moist air experiment at 150°C.
In the dry air experiments,no consistenttrend was observed with all three
having the same rate of corrosion at 90°C and copper-nickelundergoing the
least corrosion at 150°C. These experimentsshowed that the corrosion
rates of all three materials increasedwith temperatureand were also
higher in the humid air as compared to the dry air. The factor of increase
between the two temperatureswas typically about 4 to 6. The increase due
to humidity ranged between 1.35 and 4.0. The generalcorrosion rates
observed ranged between 0.12 and 3.0 mg/cm2/y (equivalentto between 0.13
and 3.9 microns/y) for the various materials and conditions. Comparison to
nonirradiatedexperiments at similar temperaturesand humiditiesreported
in the literature showed that irradiationincreasedthe rates by about 50%.

The vast majority of data for copper-basedmaterials relatesto their
behavior in outdoor environments. Typical values for the atmospheric
corrosionof copper-basedmaterials subjectedto long-term exposuresof dry
air (at ambient temperatures)are in the range of 0.04 to 0.18 mg/cm2/y.
Some data were, however, reported for oxygen-freecopper in air-steam
conditions in the same humidity regime as in our experiments. At 150°C,
corrosion rates of 2.45, 1.39. and 0.88 microns/ywere obtained for 1-, 4-,
and lO-month exposure times, respectively. These were done at total
pressures of 660 * 10 torr (at the temperatureof each experiment). This
compares to 3.5 and 2.7 microns/ywhich we obtained in 1-month and
2.5-month experiments at the same temperatureat a gamma dose rate of
0.02 Mrad/h. Although some of the experimentalmethodologydiffered, there
was a significant enhancementof corrosion,due to the gamma radiation
present, by a factor of approximately 1.5.

Role of RadiolyticallyGenerated Intermediates

As discussed in the Introduction,our efforts have encompassedstudies
of both the radiation chemistry of moist air and the corrosionand
oxidation of candidate waste package containermaterials under relevant
temperature,humidity, and dose rate conditions. In order to be able to
formulate models that can be used to project long-termbehavior,we must be
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able to couple these two studies together. This involvesdeveloping an
understandingof the part played by chemical intermediatespeciesgenerated
by the irradiation. Our progress in this area is discussedin this
section.

In the experimentswe performed, the total pressuresof the dry and
moist air experimentswere approximatelythe same (660 torr at the
temperatureof the experiment). The gas phases, however,differed in that,
in the moist air experiment,water vapor replaced some of the air
(particularlyoxygen) as the source of oxidizingspecies. Radiolytically
only ozone, nitrogen fixation products, and associatedtransientswere
generated in the dry air system. The presence of water vapor resulted in a
partial replacementof these species with the OH and HO2 free radicals as
well as molecular products such as hydrogen peroxide,nitrogenacids and
perhaps ammonia.

The effect of replacing air with water vapor can be evaluated,on a
preliminarybasis, by comparingthe corrosion rates observed in the dry and
moist air experiments. At 90°C and 150°C, corrosionrates were determined
to be significantlylower in the dry air experiments. Although further
work is needed, this result is consistent with the more stronglyoxidizing
environmentpresent when water vapor, rather than oxygen, is subjected to
ionizing radiation. This is believed to be a gas phase phenomenon since
relative humidities were low.

Some preliminary experimentswere also performed to specifically
address the'questionof what radiolytic intermediatesled to the corrosion
observed. These, along with the irradiationconditionsand general
corrosionobserved are summarized in Table 3. The material in all these
experimentswas the candidate copper nickel material,with experiments
performed at 87°C and dose rates of I-2 x 104 rad/h.

Although these results are very preliminary,some interestingtrends
were noted. The overall extent of corrosion, in all cases, was relatively
small owing to the low temperatureand absorbeddose. There were, however,
noticeable differences in the general appearanceof the coupons in the
various atmospheres investigated. No corrosionproduct analyseswere
performed because their buildup on the surface of the metal was too small
to analyze using X-ray diffractionmethods.

In the relative humidity series of experiments (CN-RH-O,40and
CN-PA-lO0),there was a systematic increase in the extent of bronze
coloration associated with cuprite formation as the relative humidity
increased. Since the total pressure was fixed at 660 torr at 90°C in these
experiments,the NOx yield decreased with increasedrelativehumidity as
the air was replaced by water vapor (NOx yield is proportionalto the
partial pressure of N2). This is consistentwith the resultsfrom the
experimentsjust summarized.

Two pure gases were investigated. These were pure oxygen and pure
water vapor. For pure oxygen, there was little evidenceof corrosion even
though the oxygen concentrationis approximatelyfive times higher than in
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dry air. This suggests that molecular productsof oxygen irradiation,in
particular ozone, do not by themselves contributeto the initialcorrosion
processes observed. Atomic oxygen in this and air-like systems should be
present at only small concentrationsdue to its short lifetime in these
systems (reactionwith molecular oxygen) and should not contribute to the
corrosion observed. The radiolytic produGtsof molecular oxygen, however,
may contribute to the overall corrosionof the metal when other gaseous
speciesare present. This can occur because these products will affect the
overall radiation chemistry and _-eactwith the corrosion products,once
they are formed. In dry air, it is NOx, not ozone or atomic oxygen, that
appears to be causing the observed oxidationof the metal.

Significant corrosionwas, however, evident in the pure water vapor
experiment. The total pressure in this system was set by the water vapor
pressure and was 500-525 torr rather than 660 torr. The extent of
corrosionwas greater in this gas phase and there was clear evidence of
tenorite as a corrosion product. It is clear that oxidizing species
generated from the radiolytic decompositionof water are contributingto
enhanced corrosion rates. Experimentsneed to be performed at lower
relative humidities to distinguishbetween radiolysis in the gas phase and
that occurring in the surface layer of water.

CONCLUSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

We have found that the identity of the corrosionproducts on copper-
based materials in irradiated moist air dependson both humidity and dose
rate. The formationof Cu2NO3(OH)3 is favored at low to intermediate
humidity where the NOx generated in the gas phase is concentratedin thin
layers of water on the surface of the metal. It is also favoredby higher
gamma dose rate where radiolyticprocesses competemore effectivelywith
thermal processes. In the absence of water vapor, hence in the absence of
nitrogen acid formation, and at high relative humidities,where a thick
layer of water is on the metal surface, the formationof Cu20 and CuO is
favored. This is also true as the dose rate is lowered and thermal

processes predominateover radiolytically-inducedreactions.

Alloy 825, which is the only iron-basedalloy we investigated,did not
exhibit observable corrosion under the same conditions used to study the
corrosion of the copper-basedmaterials. This is consistentwith
experience, since this material tends to resist attack by NOx and nitrogen
acids. Long-term studies and experimentsoriented at EAC in an air-steam
environmentwere not performed, however.

The initial rates of general corrosionon the three copper-based
materials (oxygen-freecopper, 70/30 copper-nickel,and 7% aluminum-bronze)
were found to increase with temperature,humidity,and dose rate in the
ranges studied. The radiolytic effect appearsto decrease with time.
Long-termeffects, however, have not been addressed. It is clear that
initially rates are significantlyaffected by radiolyticprocesses and this
effect may alter the nature of uniform corrosion.
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We have shown that in low humidity systems, it is primarilyNOx (NO,
NO2) and HNO3 that contribute to the initialcorrosionobserved. Replacing
air with water vapor enhanced corrosion and led to increasedoxidation of
the metal (greater relative amount of tenorite vs. cuprite). The effect of
relative humidity is more clearly associated with the radiationchemistry
in the water layer than that occurring in the gas phase.

Status of TechnicalConcerns and Recommendations

Although we have performed relativelyfew experiments,some progress
towards addressing the technical concerns identifiedhas been made. With
respect to the question of radiolyticenhancementof uniformcorrosion, we
have observed that (I) initial corrosion rates are significantlyenhanced
by gamma dose rates in excess of 0.01 Mrad/h, and (2) relativehumidity
affects the extent of corrosion, the nature of the corrosionproducts
generated and the likelihood of localizedcorrosion. The long-term
implicationsof these initial trends, which are most importantrelative to
repository licensing concerns, have not been established,however. There
is clearly a need for long-term irradiated experimentsin an air/water
vapor environment and long-term thermal corrosionexperimentswith coupons
that have been pre-exposed to an irradiatedair/watervapor environment.

The question of localized corrosion has been addressedonly indirectly
by observationsmade in the corrosion experimentsperformed. We have, on
occasion, for the intermediaterelative humiditiesinvestigated,observed
some localized corrosionas the result of localizedcondensationof NOx on
the surface of the metal. Our results, although few in number,are
sufficient to signal to the YMPO that localizedcorrosion, under some
"expected"conditions,may bepossible. The overall importanceof this
concern is therefore closely ti,_.dto the expected environmentscenario.
The question of localizedeffects clearly warrants further experimental
consideration.

No work was performed, in a gas phase environment,that directly
addresses the likelihood of environmentassisted cracking of the candidate
materials. However, in the gas phase radiolysiswork, summarized in the
companion paper in this symposium,we have discussed the likelihoodof
ammonia production, nitrite, and organic acids. The implicationsof the
existence of these species on EAC have not been investigatedfor the
expected conditions at the potential Yucca Mountain site. Experiments
pertaining to this concern, performed in the expected environments,are
recommended.
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Table 2. (A) IrradiationCondition_ and (B) Corrosion Rates
Measured for 70/30 Copper Nickel (CN), 7% Aluminum
Bronze (AB) and Oxygen-Free Copper (CU)

A

Experiment
Designation Dose Rate/
(AB-, CN- Duration Absorbed Dose
or CU-) Environment (d) (Mrad/h)/Mrad

-1R-90M 94°C, 40% RH @ 90°C Air 35 0.021/17.4
-3R-90M 94°C, 40% RH @ 90°C Air 73 0.021/36.6
-3R-90D 94°C, Dry Air 75 0.021/37.6

-1R-150M 152°C, 40% RH @ 90°C Air 30 0.015/10.7
-3R-150M 152°C, 40% RH @ 90°C Air 76 0.011/20.0
-3R-150D 152°C, Dry Air 78 0.015/27.9

B

CorrosionProducts
Experiment Corrosion Rate
Designation mg/cm2/y Major Minor

CU-1R-90M 1.5 * O.1 ND
CU-3R-90M 0.56 • 0.06 ND
CU-3R-90D O.14 * 0.02 NA

CU-1R-150M 2.6 • 0.1 Cu20 CuO
CU-3R-150M 2.3 * 0.1 Cu20 CuO
CU-3R-150D 1.6 * 0.05 Cu20 CuO

CN-1R-90M 0.33 * 0.05 Cu20 (brown spots)
CN-3R-90M 0.21 * 0.03 NA
CN-3R-90D 0.12 * 0.04 NA

CN-lR-150M 1.4 * 0.1 Cu20 CuO
CN-3R-150M 1.1 * 0.2 CuO Cu20
CN-3R-150D 0.48 * 0.04 CuO Cu20

AB-1R-90M 0.71 * 0.13 ND
AB-3R-90M 0.23 * 0.05 ND
AB-3R-90D 0.16 * 0.01 ND

AB-1R-150M 3.0 * 0.4 Cu20 CuO
AB-3R-150M 1.2 * 0.2 CuO Cu20
AB-3R-150D 0.89 * 0.02 Cu20 CuO
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